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DRAWER MAGNETS
CARBON STEEL FABRICATED HOUSING CONSTRUCTION

WITH TWO ROWS OF 1" DIA. MAGNETS

CERAMIC
BETTER THAN THE COMPETITION!

JUST READ OUR FEATURES

3/8" thick slide gate shut-off
stops material flow quickly and
eliminates waiting for your
hopper to empty.

Side housing plate is heavy
duty 3/16" thick carbon steel.

1/2" thick polycarbonate
inspection window permits
magnet inspection at all
times. Gasket partly recessed
in machined seat for protection
when removing magnet
drawer.

Welded latch assemblies
with heavy duty 3/8"-16
swing bolt and large star
knob for easy operation
during maintenance.

Two rows of 1" dia. ceramic
magnetic tubes supplied for
double protection.

Magnetic tubes are welded
and sealed to back plate. They
are not bolted! Avoids
contamination.

Standard Hopper Grate Magnets are made with 1" diameter magnets on 2" centers. This creates a 1" gap between the magnets.
Consequently, the magnets are required to attract and hold tramp metal from a maximum distance of 1/2". Because ceramic grate
magnets capture and hold significantly greater amounts of tramp iron compared to Alnico magnets, they are the preferred choice
in the plastics industry. Other benefits include their lower costs when compared to alnico and their ability to resist demagnetization:
less than 1/2 of 1% over 100 years.

All internal faces are beveled
and angled to avoid material
hang-up plus allows easier
cleaning.

Machined ground 1/4" thick top
and bottom plates. Extra heavy
top plate is drilled and tapped
to accept your material hopper
which   eliminates locking nuts
and washers coming loose.
Optional 3/8" or 1/2" thick
plates  to accommodate larger
drill or tap size available to
special order

PPE Drawer Magnet
housings are made from
heavy duty 3/16" thick carbon
steel plate (not lighter 11 Ga.
thick) with extra thick 1/4" top
and bottom plates. We
elected to improve our design
because the welded carbon
steel design offers more
torsional strength than our
old style cast housings.
PPE's fabricated steel
construction also provides a
smoother interior aiding the
flow of material and colorant.

IMPROVED
DESIGN!

OPTIONAL:

• SLIDE GATE

• SIDE FEED CHUTE

• DUMP CHUTE

• LIQUID DISPENSING PORT

ALL AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

Ball Knob #PP0010

Star Knob #PP0025

Swing Bolt Latch #SPXX-0007

COMPARE

RUGGED 3/16" THICK

STEEL HOUSING

(NOT THIN  11 GA. STEEL)

http://www.ppe.com/17pdf/0470.pdf
http://www.ppe.com/ppeindex.htm
http://www.ppe.com/17pdf/0472.pdf
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